We consider the possxblhty that the scalar partners of the neutnnos (~) are the least massive supersymmetnc partners, and show that thts alternative is companble with cosmological constrmnts, wtuch put a slgmficant lower bound on photmo masses but not on ~ masses Various consequences are examined the photon counting rate for e+e -~ "rb~, may be large, the rate for e+e-~Vq+'(V by ~ exchange is enhanced, Z°--* ~ increases F(Z °) by about 025 GeV, W +--,.g±b may be enhanced, the decay ~-~ ~.£~,z may be detectable, there can be addmonal contnbutlons to the rare decay K+~ ~r+~,, restncnons on glmno masses, wtuch depend on photmos mteracnng before they decay, have to be re-exarmned, scalar neutnnos have statable charactensncs as candidates for dark matter m the umverse We discuss one currently fashionable class of models that can predict a hght There is presently great interest in theories with spontaneously broken supersymmetry [1], because of the hope such theories offer [2] for alleviating the hierarchy problem assocmted with the weak interaction scale. In such theories, supersymmetric partners of all the known hght particles should extst with masses less than about 1 TeV ff the desired techmcal improvement in the hierarchy problem is indeed to be obtamed Thus, one way to test supersymmetrlc models experimentally is to search for those supersymmetrlc partners [3] . A number of recent analyses have explored the cosmological [4,5] and terrestrial particle physics [6-9] lmphcatlons of hght gaugmo-baggsino (" neutrahno") states. In this paper we explore the posslbihty that the scalar neutrino (" sneutrlno") is the hghtest supersymmetnc partner One astrophysical requirement for any supersymmetric theory with an exact R symmetry is that the hghtest supersymmetric partner (LSP), whtch is stable against * Research supported m part by US DOE t Present address T-8, MS B285, Los Alamos Nanonal Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA 638
decay, can anmhdate readily enough so that its present cosmological mass density ~s reduced to acceptably low levels Goldberg [4] has pointed out that due to a P-wave suppression in the anmhllatlon of Majorana gauglnos, this requirement leads to slgmficant lower bounds on the photmo mass if the photmo is the hghtest supersymmetric partner A recent and detailed analysis by Ellis et al [5] places this lower bound at ~ GeV if the LSP is predominantly a photmo or at 5 GeV if the LSP ~s predominantly a hlggsmo. Sneutrmos, by contrast, can palr-anmhllate vm neutrahno exchange (fig la) without P-wave or hellcity suppression, with no lower bound on their mass ff they are the LSP ()) 
(°Ge')4-Gvt'~d~ s -[-4rn2xr(T3f-xr) + ~( T3t: -2xrT3f ± 2x~ )(s-m2)]
(ld)
In eqs (1a-d) Ure 1 1s the relative velocity of the anmhllating pamcles, x r ---QrsIn20. and "m" always denotes the final state fermxon mass Since the sneutrmos annihilate non-relatiwstIcally, h~gher powers m Vre I are not maintained. The quantmes Mz, are the eigenvalues corresponding to the four "neutrahno" mass mgenstates 2,-~,~3 + B,/~ + ~,~o + 8,~o (, = 1 4),
of the Majorana mass matrtx [5, 7, 8] (~w, s~, sT?,/~ 0 ) 
li/a and i7 are SU(2) and U(1) gaugmos, and a, fl(a) are doublet (triplet) SU (2) indices. For numerical purposes we shall assume M 1 = (5al/3a2)M 2 where aa 2 -g22/4rr are the SU(2) and U(1) couplings, which holds to leading order in the renormallzatlon group equations if weak SU(2) × U(1) is eventually embedded in a unifying non-abehan group The quantities M% which appear in eq (lc) are the elgenvalues of the charged gauglno-hlggsino mass matrix [5, 7, 8] (w+ 2v2)( L (5.
and the quantities O~, represent the coefficient of lYd[ in the ,th charged elgenstate -the cosine or sine of the angle 0+ which rotates the positively charged chiral fields in eq (5).
To compute the cosmological mass density of the sneutrmo (O~) we recall the rate equation for the number density of annihilating particles [10] dn R
dt where n is the actual number density at time t, n o is the number density of sneutrlnos m thermal equilibrium, R is the cosmic scale factor, and angular brackets denote thermal average Following standard methods [10] one can rewrite (6) in the convenient form 
Following the analytic approramatlon of Lee and Wemberg [10] , we expect the scaled number density f(x) in eq. (9) to remain approximately equal to its eqmhbrmm value fo(X) until the temperature T drops to a freeze-out value of Tf where the anmlnlaUon rate is equal to the rate of change m f0 
dx subject to the initial condmons f(xr) =f0(xf) Since x r << 1 for the sneutrlno, we can use the non-relativistic approxamaUon [10] fo(X ) = 2k3(2~rx)-3/2e 1/, (12) to solve for the freeze-out temperature Eqs (10) and (12) 
The present number density is obtained by integrating eq (12) from x = x r down to x=0
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where (TJTy) 3 accounts for the subsequent reheating of the photon temperature with respect to the temperature of ~, due to the annihilation of particles with M < xrM ~, and is tabulated [11] together with N v m table 1. The "'fudge factor" 0 8 is included to correct for the fact [10] that the analytic approximation (10), (11) to the full rate eq (7) gives a result which ~s apprordmately 25% too large. In terms of the coefficients & b appearing in the annihilation cross section, the mass density (15) reads
It is now straightforward to incorporate into eq. (16) the results of a numerical analysts of the cross section (la-d) (including the dlagonahzation of the mass matrices (3) and (5)) and to compare the present mass density p~ with its cosmological upper bound We know from the rate of expansion of the universe that O~ ~< 2 × 10-29(~2hg) g/cm 3, where $2 is the density m units of the closure density This table is adapted from ref [11] Most of the notauon is described m the text. with thc ext.eptaon that Trt is the temperature above wl'nch it is supposed that hadrons should be debcnbed in term, of quark and gluon degrees of freedom and h 0 IS the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s -1 Mpc -I It is reasonable to believe that 9h 2 _< 1 implying that Ov < 2 × 10 29 g/cm 3
Fig la gives a large contribution to the anminlation cross section (la) winch is independent of s, 0re I and hence M~. Physically tlns is because a Majorana neutrahno can be exchanged, with an amplitude going as 1/Mz, (rather than 1/M2), so o -1/M~ and no dependence on M~ enters It is therefore apparent from eq (16) that O~ is approximately Independent of M~. Tins contrasts with the farmhar cases where the LSP is a Majorana neutrahno [4, 5] or even a heavy neutrino [10] , where the annlinlat~on cross section is proportional to M 2 for to a final state mass 2). In such cases, the cosmological mass density grows at least as 1/M 2 for small M, which leads to a lower bound on M In the present case, however, there IS no lower bound on M~ provided the contribunon to the cross section from fig 1 a is non-neghgible* In order for the contrlbutmn to (ov~) from fig. la to be significant, it ~s necessary that the gaugano or Inggslno mass terms M 2, e m the lagrangian (4) be non-negligible In the lln-nt of M 2, e --, 0, there is a light photlno and a light higgsino elgenstate
where we have introduced v-= ~ + 022 In this same hmlt the remaining two elgenstates are
2+--

J2( g? + ) M~ --M z= gf + g~ ) v
Neither the photlno (~,) nor the hlggslno (~0) contributes to sneutrmo annihilation, winle the two degenerate Z+ neutrahnos give contributions that are equal and opposite and hence cancel However if the hlggsmo mass parameter e is > O(1 GeV), tins sphts the degeneracy between the two Z + elgenstates enough so that the sneutrlnos annihilate easily, m which case there is no lower bound on the ~ mass from cosmology (see previous footnote) (In contrast to fig la which is "'serm-weak," figs. lb-d give weak contributions to the P anmhllatlon cross secttons which also * There ~s a separate constraant [11] that the sneutrmo be non-relatl',l~t~c during the t~me of hehum synthebls Otherwise the expansion rate which depend,, on the total energ-~ density and therefore on the number of relatrvlstm pamcle~ present, would be too fast, causing the weak mterachonb to freeze out at a h~gher temperature resulting m more neutrons and a htgher concentration of pnmordlal 4He
This allow ~, us to conclude that M~, >1 few MeV suffer from hehclty and/or P-wave suppression. In the absence of fig. la, figs. lb-d would lead to a lower bound on M~ which is comparable to those derived for the photlno as LSP ) It therefore follows that by varying the parameters in the lagranglan (4) , particularly e, one can vary the strength of fig la and thereby adjust the present mass density of ~ to any desired value up to or exceeding closure density Th~s makes the sneutrino a potentially interesting dark matter candidate There is considerable evidence that the dominant form of energy in the umverse is neither luminous nor baryonic [12] This appears to be true on mass scales ranging from that of dwarf spheroidal galaxies (-107Mo) to rich clusters of galaxies (-1015Mo where M o -2 × 10 33 g) [12] Several elementary particles have been proposed as candidates for this dark matter. They typically lead to one of three distinct scenanos for galaxy formation, hot, warm or cold matter (see the review by Pnmack and Blumenthal [12] ) Scalar neutrinos fall into the category of cold matter, thus joining the hst of candidates which includes axlons, photmos and massive grav~tmos We briefly outhne this scenario.
Let us define the temperature (T~q) when the radmtion energy density (&) equals the sneutrmo energy density (p~) For temperatures T > T~q the universe is radmt~on don~nated We have Inmally at some temperature T >> T~q sneutrmos are in thermal equilibrium w~th radlat~on However at the temperature T~ >> T~q, sneutrmos decouple, going out of both kinetic and chemical eqmhbrmm. Typically T~-~M~ and sneutrlnos are non-relativistic at this time.
Prior to decouphng, sneutrinos are prevented from clustering by radmtlon pressure. Density fluctuations which enter the horizon at this time oscillate acoustically However, for T < Tf density fluctuanons within the horizon can grow During the epoch T~q < T < Tf the clustering nme scale (-(Gp~)-I/2) is much longer than the expansion time (-(Got) 1/2) As a result fluctuanons inside the horizon grow very slowly according to the relation [13] 
~=-6P~ =6~1 ( 1+ 3 p~(T) ' 2 &(T) '
which ~s vahd for scales greater than the free streaming mass (Mrs) for sneutrlnos (~kJ, IS the initial fluctuation spectrum at the time it enters the horizon Its origin is unclear. One possibility is that the largest contribution is imposed on sneutrlnos by the dominant radiation background. If this is the case, then sneutrmo fluctuations outside the horizon are given by [14] ~1, = -34ar (20) In some recent scenarios based on an "inflationary" universe [15] , it may naturally have the Zeldovlch spectrum [16] 6~ -10 4 (independent of scale)
as It enters the horizon.)
The free streaming mass (MFs) [17] is defined by the mass of sneutrlnos in a volume determined by the distance (dFs) sneutrinos can travel in a Hubble expansion time We have
,FS--( ) ''2
GPr(T) '
(21a)
MFSle q= 10 Mo~) ~2~h~,
where we have taken Tf = ~M~ This is to be compared to the mass of sneutrlnos within the horizon at Teq.
It is these fluctuations on scales M for MFS ~< M ~< M n which are the first to begin growing at T < T~q. They grow according to the relation [18] (24)
Given Teq/T 0 -2 4 × 104~2~h 2, we see that initial fluctuations 3~,[, of order 10-4 can certainly become nonlinear by the present epoch (Note in hot or warm scenarios of dark matter, the fluctuations on scales of order 1015Me or 1012Mo (resp) are the first to grow It is difficult, In these scenarios, to explain the presence of dark matter on small scales of order 107Mo ,)
Baryons do not begin to cluster unul after the temperature of hydrogen recomb~-nation (Tr~ c -0.3 eV) They can then cluster about the dominant sneutrlno background In the perturbatlve regime we have [19] 
One finds that in a Hubble expansion time 8 b = 8~ This equauon is vahd for baryons within the horizon and on scales greater than the baryon free streaming mass (MFs b ~ 105M O at recombmaUon) We thus have a picture of fluctuations on all scales from stars to clusters of galaxies becoming nonlinear at about the same epoch It is not yet clear whether the large-scale structure of the universe can be explained in such a scenario. Recent computer simulations by Melott et al [20] are, however, encouraging.
Finally we note that ff sneutrlnos are relevant as dark matter candidates, we can place a rough upper hnut on their mass Th~s ~s because the sneutrlno energy density today (or eqmvalently ~2~) Is (as we discussed earher) very sensmve to the hlggsmo mass parameter e If we demand that sneutrmos are the LSP and that ~?~ -0 1 we find M~ ~ 10 GeV. In order to mcrease ~2~ we must decrease e and hence 34; For example ~2~ -0 25 lmphes M~ < 5 GeV and ~2~ -1 imphes M~ _< 2 GeV
Before we consider the various ~mphcatlons for pamcle physics of a hght scalar neutrino, we will discuss the kinds of supersymmetrlc models which could predict a sneutnno for the LSP In the mammal low energy supergravlty model (MLES) [21] the sneutrmo mass (for all three families) is given by the expressmn*
where m s ~s the grawtmo mass and L,~ >_ v~. Clearly sneutnnos are hghter than gravltmos. Gaugmo and tuggsmo masses depend on the Majorana mass parameters M 3, M,, M t for SU 3, SU z, U 1 respectively and the Hlggs mass parameter e (eq (4)) It as always possible to choose these parameters such that sneutrinos are lighter than all gaugmos and hlggslnos.
Let us now consider squark and slepton masses For the latter we derive a simple constraint such that M~ < M~. The slepton mass matrix is given by 
mM~me( l + 3tan20,~ )l/2( ~'l-t'-)
This constraint is easily satisfied For example even if (~,~ -~,:)/~, is as small as 0 14 and me= m,we find the constraint 1 GeV A<520 (29)
The situation regarding squarks is more complicated If M 3 -mg then squarks obtain significant renormahzation group corrections to their tree-level masses These tend to increase the squark to slepton mass ratio In addition for third generation squarks, large Yukawa couplings also affect the running masses There is one range of parameters where we can simply analyze the squark spectrum, 1 e A << 1 and M 3 << mg In this limit the sneutrino is lighter than all squarks [22] We conclude that there is certainly a range of parameter space in the MLES model for which sneutrinos are the LSP At what scale might we expect M~9 From eq (26) we see that M~ can be as small as ~ ~mgwlthout extreme fine tuning. We could thus reasonably expect Mo to be of order 1-10 GeV.
We now would like to make some phenomenological remarks about the sneutrinos as LSP, beginning with the photon counting experiment e+e ~,f~} The ~ production cross section due to Z exchange is simply half of the conventional neutrino production cross section neglecting phase space [23] F e+e -~ ~ ½(1 ~vly/sj
e+e ~ v~ However, the electron-sneutrlno receives an extra contribution from "~ + exchange which can be larger than the W ± contribution to the electron-neutrino cross section by the ratio (Mw/Mw) 4 Since there are in fact two charged mass eigenstates (5) which contribute to sneutrlno production through their "~ ± components, the exact cross section is quite model dependent.
where fl = 1-4M2/s and the last two terms m brackets only contribute for ~ production. In the hnut of M 2, e ~ 0, the charged gauglno-hlggslno mass elgenstates become the Dlrac ferrmons (I:I2 ,'~¢ +) and ('~¢-,I:I~-) with masses g2v2 and g2vt, respectively It is the first of these, which is also presumably the hghter if ~,~ > ~,_, as expected, that contributes to e+e ~ ~,~ so it is qmte plausible that the cross section could be substantial Note. for e small (le the cosmologically interesting regime where ~2~ ---(~ 1)) and v I > 4v 2, the cross section for P~ production is roughly 100 times greater than for ~, or ~, production This is because the llghtest charged wlno elgenstate has mass _< 30 GeV in this regime. The radiative production cross section is simply related to the bare process in the interesting "soft" photon hmlt
where xv =-2Ev/Ecm. A signal for e+e-~ 3'+ "unobserved" above the standard model prediction can be interpreted as additional neutrino species or as evidence for photinos or sneutrlnos It is also worth noting that if the ~ is light, the cross section for e+e --, W+gq by exchange is enhanced, so that winos would be easier to observe up to the kinematic limit for producing them If M~ _5< O(10) GeV there is no significant phase space suppression for its contribution to Z decay Since a light ~ contributes half as much as a conventional v flavor, the ~ + ~, contribution is ~ of the standard model v prediction The latter is 6% per flavor, or 18% for three flavors, so the ~ contribution is 9% for three flavors The expected Z width is then 1 09 times the standard model prediction, which is an increase of about 0 25 GeV, just due to ~ contnbutmns Note that while photJnos and sneutrlnos both contribute to the photon counting experiment e +e ~ y + "' unobserved" at low energms, the photlno does not contribute to the Z width [8] . (Conversely, a light hlggsmo would contribute to the Z width but would not contribute significantly to e+e ~ y + "unobserved" at low energies [8] ) Thus Z decay and photon counting at v/s = 30 GeV prowde complimentary information on supersymmetrlc particles If M~ _5< 1 GeV, the decay r ---, ~J~e ('g= # or e) becomes possible through Vq + exchange The imphcatlons of the non-observation of this decay have been studied m ref [24] If Mq¢ is large compared to M w there are essentially no constraints, whereas if Mx~ _< M w there are restrictions on M~ which ensure that the decay becomes kInematlcally forbidden Specifically, ff Mw _< M w we demand that M~, + M~, >__ M,, but ff Mq¢ > M w lighter M~ are allowed We feel that the decay r ---, ~£~ e should be looked for Its effect on the T lifetime and the lepton spectrum can be found in ref. [24] , note that this decay channel would increase the r width and thus decrease the canonical lifetime. If any sneutrlno is lighter than ½(m~ -m~) (which admittedly requires repugnant fine tuning in the context of most currently fasbaonable models) the decay K + --* 7 + ~, becomes klnematlcally allowed. Neglecting phase space, each hght sneutrlno species contributes ~ of a standard neutrino flavor through the Z-exchange channel, the W +-"box" contribution is very model dependent.
Also, if M~ < M~ as assumed, the photino will decay through a loop diagram such as shown in fig 2 We can estimate the rate using the full one-loop analysis of Barnett et al [23] , although they were calculating with the assumption that ~ -~ ?v, the effective ~?~u vertex can be taken from their calculation If we write ".~i'cef f = geffUPRU, then gcff = g2eF/16~r~/~ where F is a function of the various masses, typically of order ¼ Then geff ~ 5 X 10 4 e, SO /~(~t ~ ~) ~ g~ffm~/32vr ~-10 7~c~m~ This gives a lifetime ~-~ _< 10 is sec for M~ > 2 GeV (ignoring corrections due to My ~ 0) Thus for most masses the photino decays very quickly too rapidly to be observed Finally, if the photlno is unstable, various ways of searching for supersymmetrlc partners must be re-examined Here we will consider two such categories (a) Often photlnos are assumed to escape detectors, resulting in missing momentum Such analyses are unchanged, since the photino decays into final stateb (P~) which are also invisible (b) In beam dump experiments photinos are assumed to interact with an interaction cross section which is a few times the neutrino charged current cross section [25] If ? ~ ~ that situation IS somewhat changed Both v and ~ interact, the P as in fig 3 Since the Z-exchange contributions to the ~ interaction requires no excitation of heavy squarks or sleptons with an associated kinematical suppression, it will dominate, if a signal is detected, it can be distinguished since it would have a y distribution characteristic of a scalar particle rather than that of a neutrino. Since both p and ~ from ~, decay will interact, there should be a signal Nevertheless previous analyses for glulno production might have to be reinterpreted. For one reason, the v, ~ energies are somewhat degraded by the extra decay, and they may also emerge at large PT so that fewer of them reach the detector, weakening the limit, however, since the FNAL group uses the presence of extra PT as a possible signal, tb3s could work either way. Secondly, since the p Interaction will give both extra charged and extra neutral current events, and the ~ will give some extra charged current events, the decision as to whether or not there are extra events will have to rely on absolute cross sections rather than the comparison of neutral versus charged current cross sections, at present this is very difficult experimentally We conclude that the existing hmlts on ghimo masses may need some modification if sneutrlnos are the LSP. We have seen that it is easy in currently fashionable models for the sneutrlno to be the lightest supersymmetrlc partner We have also shown that a light ~ is very compatible with cosmological constraints, and provides a viable candidate for the "dark matter" in galaxaes and galactic clusters. Finally, we have discussed certain interesting experimental implications of a light ~ for particle physics
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